4411ST2 USA
I/12.8V/35W/ST2/PAR36/TRAPEZOIDAL
bulb specifications: Incandescent sealed beam lamp-PAR-Parabolic Aluminized Reflector
volt: 12.8
amp: 2.73
watt: 35
base: ST2
glass: PAR36
filament: C6
fil.res.: 4.69 ohm
m.o.l.: 2.76 inch (70MM)
burn pos: burn within 45 degrees of vertical base-down
d.hours: 300
notes: 4000AIPBCP
ANSI spec sheet also refers to SAE-J598
automobile lamp
ba: trapezoidal
lens: fluted

typical shape of C6 filament

industry standards for base: ST2

typical shape of PAR36 glass envelopes